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Edited by Clive Aslet
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Introduction
by Clive Aslet

As the largest traditional architectural practice
in Europe, ADAM Architecture has extensive
experience in the provision of new housing and
place-making. At any one time, they are responsible
for settlements containing thousands of new homes,
and at the time of writing, around 25,000 have
been built.

The examples of ADAM Architecture’s work
illustrated in this book show how choosing a
different kind of development can lead to the
provision of more homes in a shorter time,
creating places that will not only address the
country’s urgent housing needs, but enrich people’s
lives. These are places to call home.

Under the banner of ADAM Urbanism, it
masterplans new settlements, so that they
become beautiful, distinctive and enduring places.
Clients include the Duchy of Cornwall and other
public and private landowners.

For decades, Britain has been failing to build new
homes in sufficient numbers to meet demand. The
effects of this failure are reflected in exorbitant
property prices and the frustration felt by young
people who are unable to get a foothold on the
property ladder. It has created a sense of unfairness
across the generations that threatens to damage
the cohesion of our society. ADAM Architecture’s
successful implementation of new, mixed-use
schemes reflects a commitment to creating places
people will enjoy living in. Home-hunters prefer
them, and they are better at gaining the approval
of neighbours who might otherwise fear looming
developments. Local people appreciate their
ability to offer facilities previously lacking, such as
doctors’ surgeries, schools and sports fields. They
are popular with the families who live in them, and
builders and developers find that they pass through
the planning system quicker than the standard
products of volume housebuilders. Their popularity
is measurable by resale values that are often
significantly higher, on a like-for-like basis, than the
volume builders’ alternatives.

Britain’s historic undersupply of housing is one
of the most significant challenges facing our built
environment, a matter of pressing political and
social concern. The firm is celebrated as much for
its knowledge of design aesthetics as its ability to
guide schemes through the planning system, and
ADAM Architecture’s experience of large-scale
development, along with its exceptional work in
architecture and urban design, points to a way out
of the housing crisis.
The very suggestion of ‘development’ has become,
in some quarters, a concept capable of arousing
instant opposition. To overcome this, developments
need to offer demonstrable benefits to existing
communities as well as to the eventual occupiers
of new properties. Simply providing quantities
of ‘Anywheresville’ units of accommodation only
exacerbates the problem.

Successive governments have failed to increase the
supply of housing to meet demand. The shortfall
in provision has been with us for decades and
is exacerbated by increases in population, and
changing needs – such as old people living longer,
couples separating, and children leaving the
parental nest at a younger age. Many proposed
schemes get stuck in the planning system, where
they face fierce opposition by existing residents
prepared to fight every stage of the process.
This causes delays and additional expenses for
developers. Residents are rightly afraid that
their towns and villages risk being unfavourably
transformed by new, monocultural estates which
are overscale and unrelated to the traditional feel
of the area. The resulting housing ends up more as a
dormitory suburb than a self-sustaining community,
failing to create places where people come to put
down roots.

This page, ADAM Architecture at
work in their offices in Winchester
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The acronym NIMBY – Not In My Back Yard – has
become the term used to tar local objectors, as
though attempts to preserve their surroundings
from what Clough Williams-Ellis called
‘uglification’ are unreasonable and selfish. But the
public is right to object when so much development
is miserably conceived. The principles on which
many developments are planned are out of date
and no longer reflect the way people aspire to live
now. Examples of good practice do exist in Britain;
architects who are also masterplanners may differ
in their stylistic preferences, but it is striking
how much they generally agree on the principles
that underlie good urban design. But the volume
housebuilders rarely use architects, as can be seen
from the general banality of their output.
Better design goes a long way to assuaging local
fears. It creates places which are more attractive
to look at, more satisfying to live in and more
convenient for sections of the population – notably
the young and the old – who do not drive. This book
illustrates a series of such schemes designed by
ADAM Architecture and ADAM Urbanism.
These highlight:
• the importance of masterplanning

House building is the Cinderella that star architects
generally ignore, and it is timely to put these
projects before a public which is apt to despair of
anything good arising out of this sector.

Hard evidence that proves the effectiveness of the
ADAM Architecture approach is provided by resale
values. These show that the value of a property in
an ADAM Architecture scheme often increases by
considerably more than a standard home provided
by a volume housebuilder.

The consistency of ADAM Architecture is evident
across the board in all aspects of development,
from the overview provided by the masterplan to
the detailed design of individual properties. Not all
masterplanners are architects, and all too often they
have limited aesthetic control once the planning
stage is over. ADAM Architecture has five directors,
each possessing different areas of interest and
expertise, making the firm unusual in providing a
diverse set of skills which, taken together, express
a consistent and coherent view on the provision of
better places to live.
The firm is also unusual in its experience of working
collaboratively with the stakeholders, consultants
and interest groups involved in a project, across
all the stages of development. It is employed by
the Duchy of Cornwall and landed estates, but
maintains the ability to develop speculative schemes
in association with other architects, even with those
of a different point of view. Pragmatism of this kind
is not always to be found in a profession famous for
its outsize egos.

Importance of Masterplanning
Masterplans make places. Their purpose is to
provide a strategic overview that can direct a big
development over a period of many years.
Generally they cover large sites and involve more
than one builder or developer. A masterplan does
not necessarily dictate the appearance of individual
buildings, but a masterplan will:

Above, Public consultation is
key to building consensus and to
developing designs that respond
positively to local need.

• establish the character of a place, looking at
the natural attributes of the site and the
local vernacular
• determine transport routes, and establish
where blocks of building will be placed,
according to the topography
• fix principles of planning and design in
relation to existing settlements, landscape
features and historic buildings, and the
character of the local vernacular

Volume-builders tend to build by the unit and
sell by the unit; masterplanning is about making
places around which communities can coalesce.
It is invariably a team endeavour and, in its role
as masterplanner, ADAM Urbanism works with
consultants such as highway engineers, landscape
architects, local authorities and – crucially – the
local community. While a director may be the
person chairing or managing all these interests,
the discipline is in many ways unlike architecture.
However, the result of collaboration is a scheme
where everyone concerned can commit to the
vision that has evolved, and the key is not only to
establish a vision but to hang on to it throughout
the sometime laborious process of consultation.
Masterplanning is critical if significant new
developments are to be provided with amenities
worthy of their scale. Conventional developers
might build only 100 houses a year, that often being
the extent of provision they believe a local market
can absorb. Within any five- to seven-year planning
window, this kind of scale is never big enough to
justify new sports fields, country parks, shops or
places to work. The developer can only provide
small benefits, yet the development, when finished,
will need adequate provisions in the public realm to
make it into a living place.

Transport routes link to the wider road network,
while smaller roads, alleyways, cycle lanes and
footpaths create ‘permeability’ – the means by
which a development can be penetrated and
traversed. Blocks of roughly 40m square or 60m
square are allocated to different uses. The sorts of
buildings that go into these blocks are indicated in
general terms – precisely how the buildings will
develop will be defined at the point land comes
forward for development, in accordance with
market conditions. For example, demand shifts
between large houses, small houses, and smaller
units, so a street of what appear to be large houses
could indeed be built out as individual homes. But if
the market for that kind of accommodation is weak,
they could be designed instead as pairs of villas or
blocks of flats, without affecting the appearance of
the street. Flexibility is essential, but it needs to be
within a system that provides the aesthetic control
needed to achieve overall harmony across the
development. Design codes are one means by
which this can be achieved.

• the role of design codes
• the contribution to be made by landowners
who take the long view
• the value of place, scale, detail, materials
and the vernacular tradition
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Design codes have a pedigree that stretches
back three hundred years, and encompasses
places that are now regarded as some of the most
desirable neighbourhoods in Britain. These days
such places are protected within conservation
areas, and design codes are a means of developing
what could become the conservation areas of the
future. Indeed, it is interesting to see that Historic
England has recently been exploring the idea that
design codes could become a more effective way of
controlling development in sensitive locations than
conservation areas. They can be used to create a
positive steer on what is acceptable in design terms
right from the start, instead of leaving developers
to submit scheme after scheme until they eventually
reach one that satisfies the planners.

Design codes
Several of the schemes illustrated in this book have
been developed using design codes. These provide
a set of parameters within which the developers
and builders involved in a project can refine their
contribution, allowing for a degree of freedom
inside the overall framework. This includes adapting
the type of property they construct so it meets
prevailing market conditions while remaining
in sympathy with the rest of the development.
Such an approach was fundamental to the ideal
towns of Renaissance Italy, and the system by which
Britain’s great urban estates were developed in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In Bath and
Edinburgh New Town, and on the Bedford Estate
and Grosvenor Estate in London, landowners
dictated the general appearance of their streets
and squares while individual builders were free
to do what they liked behind the uniform facades.
(It is instructive to look at the backs of the
terraces in Bath: they display none of the
conformity of the street frontages, because
strict order was not required.)

Design codes were pioneered in the United States
by the New Urbanism movement around 1980,
showcased by Andrés Duany’s town of Seaside, in
Florida. In Britain, they have been a key element
in the evolution of Poundbury. Here, the design
codes are enforced after completion of a building
through covenants that restrict the property
owner’s freedom of action. These are accepted and
even welcomed by owners in the knowledge that the
restrictions apply equally to everybody, ensuring the
attractiveness of the neighbourhood is maintained,
along with the consequent positive effect on
property values.

Above, ADAM Architecture’s main
office in Winchester, Hampshire
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Both, Public consultation event in progress.
Taking time to talk to people, to listen to their
concerns and ideas, and to work with them
produces better and more resilient designs.
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Landowner Legacy
Development is all about land and, given the
constraints of the planning system, land with
development potential is at a premium.
Since developers can do nothing without this
commodity, they will pay high prices for it, perhaps
more than they can truly afford. This leaves little to
spend on a good architect, or on parks, sports fields,
avenues and community buildings. This does not
greatly affect the saleability of the ultimate product.
At a time of undersupply, almost anything that is
built, providing it is priced keenly,
will sell, which leads to the unimaginative shape
of most new housing estates, not to mention, in
some cases, the shoddy workmanship evident in
the houses. It is hardly surprising that some people
become NIMBYs, objecting vociferously to nearby
development in the expectation that it will not
enhance the area.
But imagine if most of the development budget were
spent not just on buying a site. Imagine the land
was in the long-term ownership of people whose
sole object was not to build, sell and move on, but
who had a commitment to how the place looked and
worked for future generations. One consequence
would be that the quality of architecture and
urbanism would be infinitely improved, and it would
wrest the initiative from the handful of volume
housebuilders, who have the ear of government at
present, and allow a greater diversity to bloom. Does
this seem Utopian? It shouldn’t.
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Poundbury has shown that long-termism yields
bigger returns to the landowner because the initial
investment in place-making is more than offset by
the later rise in values.
ADAM Architecture has experience of this
approach. Having worked for the Duchy of Cornwall
(see Tregunnel Hill, Nansledan and Poundbury),
it is now devising schemes for several estates with a
similar vision and length of view. Local authorities
are often keen for landed estates to build homes,
as they have targets to fulfil, and it is in the interest
of estates, who have their brand image to consider,
to create developments that conform to high
standards. Generally, they expect family members
to be living in the big house in hundred years’
time and the last thing they want is to perpetrate
an eyesore on their own doorsteps. They are also
conscious that a greater upfront development in
infrastructure and public realm can produce bigger
yields in the long term.
Landowners have a continuing interest in
developments, providing a degree of aesthetic
supervision. Historically, this has worked for
London estates such as Grosvenor, Cadogan and
Howard de Walden, with Mayfair, Chelsea and
Marylebone regarded as some of the best addresses
in the country. They are managed strategically,
so that desirable shops, for example, may be enticed
into the area by low rents. This may not improve
returns in the short term, but their presence
increases the residential rents that can be charged.
To maximise shop rents on every occasion would
make streets less attractive.

Landowner Legacy is the term that the Prince of
Wales coined to characterise this movement.
Tim Gray, the former Duchy of Cornwall estate
surveyor who led the evolution of the vision for
Nansledan for many years, is now acting as a
consultant to help landowners meet this challenge.
And it is not only landowners who can take
inspiration from the example shown by estates.
Pension funds (such as M&G), local authorities, and
some housing providers (such as Grainger plc, and
Clarion Housing Group, which exists to provide
rented accommodation) also own assets for the long
term and can take advantage of cheap government
loans for infrastructure. The relationship between
landowners and housebuilders can be cemented
with Common Aspiration contracts designed by the
Queen’s solicitors Farrer & Co. Where land is sold
in stages, housebuilder and landowner are bound
together with the object of creating a better place
and thereby achieving better value in the long term.
There is a value to making places rather than
building houses where nobody will be proud to
live in ten or twenty years’ time. Scale can be a
virtue, rather than a threat to existing residents;
the bigger the scheme, the more viable it is for the
delivery of civic benefits such as new parks, schools,
doctors’ surgeries and workspaces. But experience
suggests that scale will only be possible if the design
is popular. Place-making is an art which ADAM
Architecture has studied in depth over a period of
several decades. The following examples show what
can be achieved.
Opposite, A row of townhouses along Stret Trystan, Nansledan, Newquay.
Slate is the historic roofing material in Cornwall but in the 1930s clay
tile started to be used in parts of Newquay. Hence the clay tiles for the
“Metroland” houses in the foreground here.
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Tregunnel Hill
and Nansledan
Newquay, Cornwall
CLIENT:
The Duchy Of Cornwall, CG Fry,
Morrish Builders

CLIENT:
The Duchy of Cornwall, CG Fry,
Morrish Builders, Wainhomes

TREGUNNEL HILL SCHEME:
174 homes plus commercial space

NANSLEDAN SCHEME:
4,000 homes plus commercial space

SITE:
4 ha

SITE:
218.4 ha

DATE:
Completed in 2016

DATE:
Started onsite in 2013

MASTERPLAN:
ADAM Urbanism & Leon Krier

MASTERPLAN:
ADAM Urbanism, Leon Krier, The
Prince’s Foundation for Building
Community

PATTERN BOOK, DESIGN CODE
& STREET CHARACTER CODE:
ADAM Urbanism
COORDINATING ARCHITECT:
ADAM Architecture
ARCHITECT / BUILDING DESIGNERS:
ADAM Architecture, Ben Pentreath,
Purl Design

PATTERN BOOK & DESIGN CODE:
ADAM Urbanism
COORDINATING ARCHITECT:
ADAM Architecture
ARCHITECTS / BUILDING DESIGNERS:
ADAM Architecture, Purl Design,
Yiangou Architects, Francis
Roberts Architects, Alan Leather
Associates
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT:
Fabrik

This page, Looking south down Bownder Corbenic at
Tregunnel Hill, Newquay. The services run from parking court
to parking court so all meters and most manholes are at the rear
of buildings, not on the front. This improves the appearance
of the public realm and results in narrow streets, characteristic
of the South-West and pedestrian- and cycle-friendly.
Opposite, Aerial view of Tregunnel Hill, Newquay. The site had
been paddocks on the edge of the existing town centre which
Cornwall Council asked The Duchy and its consortium to bring
forward to help with their housing supply. This site provided
the perfect trial ground for the radical ideas that are now being
rolled out at Nansledan.
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The Duchy of Cornwall’s model development
of Poundbury, outside Dorchester, is a byword
for an alternative approach to development,
radically pioneered by H.R.H. The Prince of Wales.
What few people outside Cornwall know is that for
the last few years, he has quietly been at work on
another scheme, beside the surfers’ paradise
of Newquay.
Nansledan, as the Newquay development is known,
builds on the principles that underly Poundbury –
walkable, mixed-use neighbourhoods in which
the car is subservient to pedestrian, pushchair
and bike – but it takes them one step further.
Newquay is a fishing port that grew rapidly in
the nineteenth century when the advent of the
railways made it a popular seaside destination,
as well as a harbour for the export of Cornish tin.
Later, tin mining ceased, and the heyday of the
British seaside holiday was overtaken by package
holidays to the Mediterranean.
The town is no longer prosperous and the
background canvas is quite different from
Poundbury, which lies in an affluent area that is
popular with retirees. Before the masterplan was
developed, the Duchy commissioned an Enquiry
by Design consultation to establish what local
people wanted. Affordable housing came high
on the list, and thirty percent of the Nansledan
development is affordable. Low-cost rented
homes are scattered among more expensive,
owner-occupied ones, with no visible difference
between the two models of housing.

According to Tim Gray, ‘At Nansledan the ambition
is to build community, engender civic pride, secure
it through the Design and Community Code, make it
possible to meet daily needs conveniently on foot,
not to differentiate between homes of different
tenures and to be connected socially and positively
with the adjacent settlements.’ He believes that
the example of Nansledan shows there really
is an alternative to the housing model provided by
volume housebuilders.
To begin with, ADAM Architecture was asked to
design an allocation of 174 homes at Tregunnel Hill.
When the planners saw the Duchy’s commitment to
better place-making, as well as the provision of local
employment, they gave permission for Nansledan, a
development several times the size of Tregunnel. To
deliver the plans, a consortium was formed between
the housebuilders CG Fry and Morrish Builders at
Tregunnel Hill, and CG Fry, Morrish Builders and
Wainhomes at Nansledan.
Like California, Cornwall is lifestyle-focused, with
a greater openness to the green agenda than some
metropolitan areas. Around two-thirds of the
residents of Nansledan are local and there has been
a big emphasis on sustainability. Residents seem to
love the Prince of Wales ‘holistic’ approach, which
is evident in the edible gardens with herbs and fruit
bushes planted next to houses; the espaliered pear
trees, and bee bricks with holes laid into the eaves
of houses to welcome threatened bee populations.
There is a community orchard and, next to it,
2.8 hectares of land have been energetically
turned into allotments.

This page, Detail of two houses along Stret Constantine Tregunnel Hill, Newquay.
Their design is very simple. It uses local natural materials where possible, nicely
proportioned components, and strong colours which resonate with the seaside location.
Opposite clockwise from top left, 5% of houses at Tregunnel have expensive elevations
– either stone or hung slate. They are positioned in prominent positions at T junctions
where they have maximum visual impact upon the character of the scheme. It does not
matter if they are open-market or affordable, it is the location that determines their
appearance, and the abnormal cost is amortised across the wider development.
A line of simple villas along Stret Caradoc, Tregunnel Hill, Newquay. This is the main
street across the site and so the houses are a little grander with more formal detailing
and south facing verandas.
The street signs for both Tregunnel Hill and Nansledan are made from tablets of
Delabole Cornish Slate, which are fixed to buildings or set into walls – in this case
a Cornish hedge. The names are taken from Sir Thomas Malory’s Morte D’Arthur
to provide a coherent and distinctive Celtic character.
A line of simple cottages along Stret Morgan Le Fay, Tregunnel Hill, Newquay.
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‘Trespassers will be composted’ reads one
of the homemade signs.
Nansledan takes inspiration from Art Deco and
from the jaunty colours found in holiday resorts.
Street names are in the Cornish language –
Nansledan itself is a Cornish word meaning broad
valley – and are carved into tablets of Cornish
Delabole slate. The curbs of the street are edged
with Cornish granite provided by a nearby quarry,
which has been given a new lease of life as a result.
In design terms, Nansledan and Tregunnel Hill
feel calmer than Poundbury. There has been less
to prove and the houses and small apartment
blocks are less fussy. A particularly prominent
building – perhaps on a junction or at the end of
a view – may be given extra emphasis by means
of a Classical porch or slate-hung façade; and fun
has been had with monuments, such as the obelisk
which is necessary as a traffic-calming measure.
Work is now underway to design the central High
Street area. This will provide the first new high
street built in the country for some time.

Across the 202 or so hectares of Nansledan 4,000
homes will be constructed. Buyers are prepared
to pay a premium over equivalent new homes
elsewhere, and this premium helps cross-subsidise
affordable housing and other less commercial
aspects that, in aggregate, make the scheme
a better place to live, creating long-term value.
The Duchy takes a long view. Only about 100
houses come onto the market in any year.
No faster rate is possible because of limitations
in the supply of local building skills and local
materials. As a result, it will take decades for
the whole site to be built out – a timescale that
is inconceivable to volume house-builders like
Persimmon. This, however, is central to the Duchy
model. While it invests heavily in the early years,
it knows – because Poundbury has confirmed
this – that the value of its land will go up, and it
will more than recoup the initial expenditure
through later sales.

Previous spread, Looking west along Stret Constantine,
Tregunnel Hill, Newquay. Residents are encouraged to plant
edible and herbaceous plants in their front gardens to further
the wider food strategy, and on the two buildings on the right
can be seen two bird boxes for swifts, as recommended by the
RSPB, to help enrich the ecology of the development.

Left, A sparrow emerging from one of the swift boxes at
Nansledan, Newquay. Sparrows tend to next there first before
the swifts move in. The consortium are installing an average
of one swift box per house across Nansledan, located with the
benefit of advice from the RSPB to ensure that the location
and orientation is conducive for nesting birds.

Left, A row of townhouses along Stret Kosti Veur Woles,
Nansledan, Newquay. This secondary street, leading to the local
centre, Kresennik Shoppa at Kosti Veur, is reinforced by grander
townhouses than the quieter lanes, and front railings that are
more modest in character than those along the new High Street.

Right, The harsh, salt-laden winds off the Atlantic Ocean
make the establishment of trees at Nansledan a challenge,
but espaliered fruit trees against boundary walls do well,
and further the wider Food Strategy which encourages local
seasonal food production. Pollination is assisted by Bee Bricks
made in Cornwall from China Clay waste, set into the wall near
these trees to encourage solitary bees.
Bottom, A simple line of colourful cottages in Stret Goryan,
Nansledan, Newquay. The architectural details are kept
as simple as possible with Cornish Slate window sills and
chimneypots to reinforce local character
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Left, The early pattern book study of Newquay established that Art Deco is a part of the seaside
character of the town. Art Deco works well for some of the bigger apartment buildings alongside more
vernacular houses. It is simple to build and can be enlivened with careful flourishes of strong colour.
Right, A zinc seahorse atop an Art Deco mixed-use building at Kresennik Pennfenten. The building is
called Chi Morvagh, Cornish for Seahorse House. The building, one of the first to be constructed at
Nansledan has become something of a local landmark.
22

Above, A line of detached houses along Bownder Trewolek, Nansledan. ADAM
Architecture and the Duchy have been working together with local granite and
slate quarries so that the consortium of developers can establish long term supply
chains with these businesses. This creates new jobs, provides financial security
to encourage expansion, and in turn secures beautiful materials which can be
used in a judicious way to limit extra cost, whilst reinforcing local character.

Next spread left, Gwarak Agravayn, a shared surface lane at Nansledan, Newquay. These narrow streets provide protection from
the Atlantic weather in the winter months and help encourage residents to move around the town safely on foot or on a bicycle.
Next spread right, Bronze tablet, designed by Charlie Gurrey, in the base of a Cornish granite obelisk in the centre
of Kresennik Pennfenten, Nansledan, Newquay. This square, defined by four mixed use Art Deco buildings, forms one
of the key points of entry into Nansledan from the surrounding road network. The obelisk serves as a roundabout, and the
inscription commemorates the first visit by HRH The Duke of Cornwall in 2014 when the first house was built at Nansledan.
23
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Poundbury
Dorset
CLIENT:
The Duchy of Cornwall

DATE:
Commissioned in 1999

SCHEME:
ADAM Architecture will have
designed about 750 homes with a
substantial amount of commercial
space when completed

MASTERPLAN:
Leon Krier

WHOLE SITE:
161.9 ha

ARCHITECTS / BUILDING DESIGNERS:
ADAM Architecture, Ben Pentreath,
and other architects

ADAM Architecture has enjoyed a long association
with the Duchy of Cornwall. It worked with the
Duchy and a private landowner at Field Farm,
Shepton Mallet (page 74), and went on to develop
ideas evolved there on a site at Midsomer Norton
(page 86). These are places where the practice
learnt its craft. In 2002, it was asked to analyse
the potential of Newquay for the schemes that
would – a decade later – become Tregunnel Hill
and Nansledan.
The firm’s connection with Poundbury began in
1999, when it won a limited competition with Bewley
Homes to build 140 houses. However, Bewley Homes
decided not to pursue the project and it was left to
the builders C. G. Fry – at the request of the Duchy –
to commission ADAM Architecture to design what
became a coherent part of Phase 2 of the Poundbury
development, which was divided among several
architects, including ADAM Architecture.
26

This page, A mixture of apartments
and houses in Vickery Court, part of
the North-East Quarter, Poundbury
Opposite, A group of Regencyinspired houses in Dukes Parade,
Poundbury. The houses on this
street adopt a range of traditional
styles united by the use of painted
render and ironwork.
27

This led to a close involvement in later phases and by
the time Poundbury is completed in a decade’s time,
the firm will have made a significant contribution to
about a quarter of the housing.
More than 30 years ago, Poundbury was designed
by masterplanner and architect Leon Krier, who
remains closely involved in the delivery of the
project. In 1993, the first ground was turned. Over
the next decade, while early stages of the scheme
were taking shape, it seemed that the Prince could
do little right in the eyes of the media and his ideas
on place-making were widely ridiculed. But he was
not to be deflected. Now we can see Poundbury
is not only the greatest act of architectural royal
patronage since George IV, but an important
contribution to modern planning that has
profoundly influenced the planning system.

This page, The Buttermarket at the heart of the
South-West Quadrant is a local centre for shops, cafes
and small businesses. Most of the buildings around
the Buttermarket have deep first floor balconies to
provide outdoor terrace space for the residents.
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Before Poundbury, it was axiomatic cars came first.
The shape development took was controlled by the
highways engineer; streets, designed to facilitate
the movement of traffic, followed a curving line
and nothing could obstruct the driver’s line of sight.
While the Georgian square is one of the glories
of British cities, the rulebook made it impossible
for new squares to be built as the corner junctions
were deemed too dangerous for cars. Houses were
arranged around cul-de-sacs, with turning circles
at the bottom, and there was nothing to encourage
interaction between residents. You couldn’t reach
the shops without a trip in the car or a long walk.
The traditional terrace – the dominant
building type of villages and towns throughout
Britain – was rejected in favour of detached
and semi-detached houses.

Poundbury threw all the car-centric principles
out of the window. It was planned so that people
could walk from their homes to the shops, to
the school, to their jobs. By providing a mix of
property sizes, the Duchy of Cornwall, which
owns the town, enabled people of different ages
and income levels to live in one sustainable
community. Social housing was – to use the jargon
– pepper-potted among more affluent homes,
with thirty-five percent of the property affordable,
and to work there too, in spaces that have been
provided near homes.
These values, pioneered by American New
Urbanism at settlements such as Seaside in
Florida, but untried in Britain, were so obviously
desirable that they have now been enshrined in
the planning system. The Prince’s triumph can
be seen in the fact that modernists have adopted
his language. ‘Walkable’ and ‘contextual’ are
as much part of the vocabulary at Rogers Stirk
Harbour + Partners, or Foster + Partners, as they
are in traditional practices. As one of the directors
observed: ‘Everybody agrees that close-grained
settlements, mixed use, walkability, not too much
reliance on cars, sustainability – these are sound
principles in urban design. It’s just architectural
style where there is a divergence.’

Left, Commercial offices with apartments above
in the Buttermarket, Poundbury. This building
is faced in painted render with a slate roof.
Right, A house in Vickery Street in the
North-East Quarter, set back from the building
line to provide variety in the street.

Next spread left, A group of buildings in the South-West Quadrant showing a mixture
of painted render and pale brick with slate roofs. The building on the left provides six
affordable apartments and demonstrates the principle applied across Poundbury that
affordable housing should be designed to the same quality as private housing.
Next spread right, A mixture of houses in Liscombe Street, Poundbury. Those towards
the right are inspired by Victorian terraces in Dorchester; some have ground floor bay
windows to provide variety and interest in the street.
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The leap of faith that the Duchy was persuaded
to take has been justified by financial as well
as architectural success; the development has
proved popular with homebuyers. Although the
architecture and ‘public realm’ element may have
cost more than a standard speculative estate, the
expenditure is all but forgotten in the resulting
rise in land values. With a further decade of
building to come, Poundbury is home to 3,000
people, with 2,000 working in 180 businesses.
The Duchy has learnt from its success and is
creating more urban extensions, for example at
Nansledan in Newquay (page 14), with an even
greater emphasis on sustainability.
ADAM Architecture’s 1999 involvement at
Poundbury entailed building approximately
40 homes in that phase. Then came the SouthWest Quadrant, followed by the North-East and
Northern Quarters, and eyes are now on the
North-West Quarter. When this is completed,
ADAM Architecture will have designed about 750
houses, as well as a range of shops, offices and other
commercial buildings. All of the recent development
has been carried out by three housebuilders; CG
Fry, Morrish Builders and Zero C.

Opposite clockwise from top left, A large house
provides a visual focus at the end of a side street.
Pastel colours give visual interest to a group of
rendered houses stepping down Inglescombe Street.
A new garden square in the North-East Quarter.

This page left, Red brick town houses
facing on to Hamslade Green in the
North-East Quarter of Poundbury.
This page right, A Doric doorcase made
in painted cast stone on an apartment
building in Crown Street West.

Next spread left & Next spread right,
Houses in Dinham Walk, Phase 2,
Poundbury. The earliest phases of ADAM’s
work showing the use of locally sourced
wall materials that mellow naturally.

A Regency inspired shopfront with apartments
above in Crown Street West.
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Cecil Square and
Borderville Farm
Stamford, Lincolnshire
CLIENT:
The Burghley House Preservation Trust

CECIL SQUARE SCHEME:
45 homes

BORDERVILLE FARM SCHEME:
2000 homes

SITE:
1.5 ha

SITE:
120 ha

DATE:
Completed in 2019

DATE:
Commissioned in 2016

MASTERPLAN:
Morris Homes & ADAM Urbanism

MASTERPLAN:
ADAM Urbanism

EXECUTIVE ARCHITECT:
ADAM Architecture

PATTERN BOOK:
ADAM Architecture

ARCHITECTURE:
Morris Homes

EXECUTIVE ARCHITECT:
ADAM Architecture

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT:
Barnes Walker

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT:
The Landscape Partnership

This page, Terrace of limestone townhouses along
Kettering Road on the south-western approach into
Stamford. The houses are designed to engage with the
street, drawing inspiration through their materials,
proportions and architectural details from the
established character of this special town.
Opposite, Townhouse at the end of Hereward Place,
Cecil Square, Stamford. The most visually prominent
houses are finished in ashlar limestone; and the less
prominent homes are finished in coursed rubblestone or
colour-washed render. The garage doors are recessed to
reduce their impact upon the public realm and to create
discrete places for meter boxes and bin stores.
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Cecil Square
Burghley House lies on the edge of Stamford
in Lincolnshire, a famously beautiful, stonebuilt town, that has been used as a setting for
period dramas such as Middlemarch and Pride
and Prejudice. It experiences the same housing
pressures as any attractive town within relatively
easy striking distance of London; this means it is
desirable for the Estate (owned by the Burghley
House Preservation Trust) to develop potential
sites for housing as they come up, but in a way
that preserves the attractiveness of the setting.
The reason Stamford has survived into the
twenty-first century as an example of an unspoilt
Georgian market town is largely due to of the
benign influence of the Burghley Estate over
many generations.
ADAM Architecture has been commissioned to
design two sites for the Estate. The first is now
called Cecil Square; this was formerly the location
of Stamford AFC football ground, on Kettering
Road, which has now moved to the northern edge
of the town. There is also a smaller site on Barnack
Road, suitable for affordable housing. In 2013
the independent, Cheshire-based house builder,
Morris Homes, was introduced to the Estate by
Savills. They appointed an architect to prepare
plans but, after consideration, the Trustees of the
Burghley Estate did not feel the architecture met
the aspirations of the Estate. ADAM Architecture
was approached to re-examine the proposals.
This page, Line of townhouses along
Hereward Place, Cecil Square, Stamford.
The palette of natural public realm materials
was carefully chosen to reflect those found
elsewhere in the historic core of the town.
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Left, Townhouse on the corner of Hereward
Place, Cecil Square, Stamford showing the careful
attention to public realm materials and detail.
Right, Detail of a front boundary and public
realm, Cecil Square, Stamford.
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The firm’s first task was to create a pattern book
so they could understand local character. This
analysed the types of street that exist in Stamford,
the architectural character of the buildings, the
materials used to construct them and key aesthetic
details in the architecture of the public realm.
It provided a template based on observation,
examining the way railings are traditionally set
into low walls made of the local limestone; the use
of coursed rubble, rather than ashlar, for garden
walls, and the prevalence of square gate piers either
side of a front garden path. A sample wall was
erected in the stable yard of Burghley House
to judge the effect.
The result was an improved scheme, which tweaked
the Morris Homes house types to reflect existing
old buildings, such as Fryer’s Callis, incorporating
fanlights and sash-windows to chime with the local
Georgian character. Most of the buildings are faced
in limestone, using a natural lime mortar of the
same colour as the stone. Ashlar is used for the most
prominent buildings, with others faced in rubble
stone or plaster, and the main street is paved with
York stone flags. The prices realised for the Cecil
Square development are significantly above those
of other new property in Stamford.

Opposite, Main terrace of townhouses along Kettering
Road, Cecil Square, Stamford. Local natural materials
built beautifully, well proportioned architectural
elements and repetition are all that is needed to create
an elegant streetscape.
This page top, Mason at work building a rubblestone
wall, Cecil Square, Stamford.
This page bottom, Aerial view of Cecil Square,
Stamford with the historic town centre visible behind.
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Borderville Farm
Following the success of Cecil Square, ADAM
Urbanism was appointed to masterplan another area
of land on the north side of Stamford owned, in the
main, by the Burghley Estate, along with several
other landowners. This is a substantially larger
development than Cecil Square, on land currently
known as Borderville Farm.

• the similarly inventive play of door surrounds,
porches, pediments and hoods
• Stamford’s roofs, dormers, chimneys and
guttering, some in lead
This detailed study will inform the masterplan
and design codes, to regulate the development
as it proceeds.

Work has begun with the preparation of a detailed
study of the character of Stamford, looking at
everything from major historic routes through the
town, to the alleys and passageways in which this
ancient settlement abounds. It looks particularly
at the relationship of streets and pavements to
shops and homes.
Other considerations are:
• how vistas are closed with buildings of note
• how streets are lit, paved and fenced
• the nature of railings, garden walls and
gateways
• the palette of building materials (which is not
always stone)
• the changes in level which reflect both a town
on a hill, and a desire for privacy, achieved by
raised terraces and steps
• the different types of building that make up
Stamford, some of which evolved over time
• the large variety of window shapes, surrounds
and glazing patterns
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Opposite, Analytical plan of Stamford. The historic core of this market town is shown in red,
bordered to the south by the Park at Burghley House and, to the north in grey, the huge suburban
and largely residential crust that has developed in a piecemeal fashion over the course of the
twentieth century. Borderville, shown in ochre, creates an opportunity to build a new sub town
centre with a new high street linking areas of mixed use activity, shown with orange dots, to take
some of the traffic pressure off the historic core and enable some residents in the northern part of
the town to access new facilities at Borderville on foot or on a bicycle. The concentric circles are
isochrones showing five- and ten-minute walks – the accepted limit to what people are prepared
to do on foot before they resort to their car to move around the town.

This page, Aerial concept for the main new mixed use
urban sub-centre, showing a new square off-line to
the new High Street. It shows how a new supermarket
could be integrated with its own parking behind a
more conventional façade, as occurs in other historic
towns such as Marlborough in Wiltshire.
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Park View
Woodstock, Oxfordshire
CLIENT:
Blenheim Estate and Pye Homes

MASTERPLAN & DESIGN CODE:
ADAM Urbanism

SCHEME:
Up to 300 homes plus commercial

ARCHITECT:
ADAM Architecture

SITE:
16.7 ha

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT:
Terrance O’Rourke and Fabrik

DATE:
Started on site in 2018

Historically, the character of Woodstock has taken
much from its proximity to Blenheim Palace, which
is now a World Heritage Site. There are still many
local inns and, in previous centuries, trades included
glove-making and the fabrication of cut-steel
ornaments, both supported by customers drawn
to the town by Vanbrugh’s masterpiece.
Now Woodstock has a largely retired population and
house prices – as elsewhere in Oxfordshire – are too
expensive for local workers. The need for cheaper
housing will become even more important if numbers
of foreign workers reduce after Brexit. Woodstock
is within easy reach of the university city of Oxford,
where the boom of scientific and digital industries has
created intense housing demand. West Oxfordshire
District Council has identified several development
sites around Woodstock which could see the building
of 1,000 new homes, expanding the town’s present size
by fifty percent.

ADAM Architecture was asked by the Blenheim
Estate to advise on a small but sensitive site at the
entrance to the town after a previous scheme for 200
houses failed to obtain planning permission. The firm
produced an alternative which not only pleased the
planning committee but made a better financial
return by increasing the number of houses and
the mixed use accommodation.
Woodstock’s vitality partly depends on the right
housing provision so is essential to the interests
of the estate. ‘Blenheim is super-aligned to the place
it’s in,’ says Blenheim’s Chief Executive Dominic
Hare. Unlike other businesses, a landed estate can’t
pick itself up and move somewhere else; this means
that ‘for the estate to flourish, it’s essential that the
area round it is flourishing.’ Equally, the success of
towns and villages around Blenheim depends in large
measure on the estate which is ‘an economic pillar
of the area’. Although the town survived into the
late twentieth century as a model of vibrancy,
some family businesses, for example, the only local
butcher’s shop, have closed in recent years. One factor
in the decline has been the difficulty of finding local
staff, so providing Woodstock with the right kind
of housing is a key issue.

This page, Site plan for Park View, Woodstock, conceived
as a new hamlet on the edge of the town. A new street
running north south connects to the surrounding road
network, and in the centre is a new square bounded
by mixed use buildings to provide both a social and
commercial focus to this new urban extension.
Opposite, CGI view of the new green adjoining the
new main street through Park View, Woodstock.
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Alderley Park
Nether Alderley, Cheshire
CLIENT:
PH Property Holdings

DATE:
Completed in 2019

SCHEME:
74 homes

MASTERPLAN:
ADAM Urbanism

SITE:
5.5 ha

ARCHITECT:
ADAM Architecture

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT:
Barnes Walker

This page, Aerial view of Cedar Square, designed
as a series of terraces centred on an historic tree.
Top left & right, Simple houses line the road as you
enter the area with a few carefully chosen details.
Bottom left, Pairs of classical semi-detached
houses face out onto an old arboretum.
Bottom right, A terrace of classical houses with
distinctive classical details, such as deep eaves
with brackets and a central pediment.
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Near Alderley Edge in Cheshire, Alderley Park was
built as a country house for the 1st Baron Stanley,
in 1818. By the Second World War, it had been badly
damaged by fire and in 1950, ICI turned it into a
base for its pharmaceutical operations. Part of the
site continues to serve life and bio sciences while
the park and courtyard have been developed in
accordance with the Cheshire East Local Plan.
This allowed for up to 300 new homes at Alderley
Park, which have been provided as a mix of detached
homes, mews houses and luxury apartments.
The first architect to design a masterplan produced
a rectilinear scheme which did not reflect the
topography of the site. ADAM Architecture was
then employed to produce a more nuanced scheme
on part of the site. It proposed a design centred
on several nodes placed in sympathy with the
landscape and existing architecture: The Ride,
Linear Park, The Serpentine, The Vale and Cedar
Square. Buildings weave among existing trees –
originally, a cedar of Lebanon was to be removed,
but it has become a focus of Cedar Square, a garden
square surrounded by houses. Existing buildings
have been retained where possible ‘to tell a
narrative’. Small greens open into squares.

This page, A small square where
three roads intersect has four
identical houses (two shown) in
brick with recessed porches all
facing a central obelisk.
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Luzborough

The Ashfield Partnership is now formed by C G
Fry and Son, Morrish Builders, Wyatt Homes and
the Ashfield Estate. These three housebuilders
are locally based, family owned, well respected
craftsmen house builders with the necessary
experience and wisdom to help guide the Estate to
achieve plans with real integrity.

Romsey, Hampshire
CLIENT:
The Ashfield Estate,
Morrish Builders, Wyatt Homes
SCHEME:
56 homes
SITE:
2.4 ha

DATE:
Completed in 2019

The heart of the approach is to make places that
make sense, delivering settlements to live and to
work which suit the lives people might wish to live,
as sustainably as possible.

MASTERPLAN:
New Masterplanning
EXECUTIVE ARCHITECT:
ADAM Architecture

In following both tradition and contemporary
practice, the Ashfield Partnership is aiming for
schemes which prove to be successful by being
popular. Much effort has been made to plan new
communities which are not dependent on motor
cars although the estate recognises that the
advent of battery powered vehicles may permit
a change of emphasis.

The Ashfield Estate faced a difficult decision at
the beginning of the 21st century. Volume house
builders, land dealers, and planning consultants
were making offers to secure and promote parcels
of its land around Romsey. To accept would have
meant surrendering control. Instead, it wanted to
facilitate a development in which it could take pride.
So, it worked with local people to develop a design
for the Luzborough site, with two other sites,
Hoe Lane and Whitenap, in prospect.
The Estate took guidance not only from engineers
and ecologists, planners and architects, traffic
consultants and landscape architects, but also
from the people who would build the place. While
housebuilders take many forms, they know best
what will work and what will sell. The Estate
undertook a thorough selection process to find
housebuilders with the enthusiasm to work hard
together to make these schemes possible yet
capture the spirit, the heart and the soul of the
landowner’s vision.
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The Luzborough site is now under construction,
being built out by Morrish Builders and Wyatt
Homes, and will be complete by the end of 2019.
It will be a testing ground to show how traditional
building techniques can be successfully adapted
in the future.
This page, Townhouse on the junction
of North Road and Pottenger Road,
Luzborough, Romsey. All the brickwork
is Flemish bond which creates a more
interesting character without reliance
upon elaborate architectural detail.
Opposite, A line of cottages and
village houses along Pottenger Road,
Luzborough, Romsey. Restrained
architecture, attention to detail,
well- proportioned components
and good quality natural materials
combine to create a strong sense of
local character which resonates with
the historic core of the town.

Next spread left clockwise from top left, New and old
(the pub was existing) sit comfortably beside each other.
A line of open fronted oak framed garages in a parking court.
Painted metal Regency latticework porch on a
prominent townhouse.
Line of tenure-blind affordable houses designed as a range
of converted barns, and clad using oak from the estate.
Next spread right, Prominent painted render townhouse on the
corner of North Road at the entrance to Luzborough, Romsey
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Wellesley
Aldershot, Hampshire
CLIENT:
Grainger Plc

MASTERPLAN & BUILDING CODE:
ADAM Urbanism

SCHEME:
3,850 homes (phase 1 is 288 homes)

ARCHITECT FOR PHASE 1:
ADAM Architecture

SITE:
166 ha

LANDSCAPE:
Capita Symonds

DATE:
Started on site in 2016

This page left, The site of the old
barracks has numerous reminders
of its past. Keeping these memorials
was an important part of the design,
making sure the history of the site
was known and respected and
providing focal points.
This page right, The plan includes
a large number of smaller and
affordable houses set in quiet
side streets.
Opposite, Large apartment buildings
form a boundary along a main road
on the north side. These buildings
feature carefully placed classical
details and decorative brickwork.
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In 2001, development proposals were announced
by the Ministry of Defence, as part of the Strategic
Defence Review, for the large-scale redevelopment
of part of the Military Town at Aldershot.
Situated in Hampshire, 37 miles southwest of
London, Aldershot is known as the ‘Home of
the British Army’. Since the first garrison was
established in 1854, thousands of service personnel
have lived in Aldershot, and still live and work here,
creating a legacy of national importance.
The project comprises 166 hectares which were
brought forward for redevelopment; it provides
3,850 homes, thirty-five percent of which are
affordable. Grainger plc, a company that still fulfils
the purpose for which it was founded in 1912, to
acquire and manage residential property for rent,
partnered with the Defence Initiative Organisation
and managed the development of the plan. It
is one of few large companies providing rental
accommodation on the British scene, although
institutions of this kind are far more common in
Germany and elsewhere in Europe. The current
housebuilders are Bellway Homes, Ashberry Homes,
Barratt Homes, David Wilson Homes, CALA Homes.

ADAM Urbanism was commissioned to provide a
masterplan. In discussion with the other interested
parties, a series of design principles evolved which
can be paraphrased as:
1. Integration: The aim has been to achieve a
mutually beneficial relationship between
Wellesley and Aldershot Town Centre.
This involved an analysis of Aldershot’s
demography, economics, retail impact,
architectural character, landscape character,
traffic and public transport.
2. Identity and place-making: ADAM Urbanism
used the distinctive character of the site,
with its topography, natural and man-made
landscape features and scenic views to create
a distinctive place imbued with a sense
of history through the preservation and
incorporation of important historic buildings.
3. Architecture and townscape: The masterplan
created an attractive, successful living-andworking environment composed of areas with
a variety of different characters. Land was
allocated not only for housing but a variety of
other uses including shops, work and leisure.

4. Movement and transport: A strong network
of well-connected streets and spaces links the
development to Aldershot and the wider area.
5. Environment: Wellesley has a high
quality network of green spaces and
connections to the wider green areas
and the Basingstoke Canal.
6. Sustainability: The object here was to
demonstrate a responsible approach to
land economy, construction, transport,
landscape, water, energy, materials and
waste management.
7. Public engagement: Local people were
encouraged to participate in the shaping
of the new community.
Large areas of natural woodland and amenity areas
around the site were retained as green space, and
the site retains several listed buildings that witness
the history of the Military Town. These include the
4th Division Headquarters, the Observatory, Smith
Dorrien House, the Maida Gym, Fitzwygram House
and the Cambridge Military Hospital. All of these
have been found other uses. ADAM Architecture
designed the homes in Phase 1.

Opposite, A row of urban villas
sits along a road on the south side.
These houses are designed to set
a precedent that can be readily
continued along the road as it passes
into further phases of development.
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Holburne Park
Bath, Somerset
CLIENT:
Hardrock Developments

SIZE:
2.2 ha

MASTERPLAN:
ADAM Urbanism

SCHEME:
264 homes, Phase 1 66 homes

DATE:
Phase 1 completed in 2019

ARCHITECT FOR PHASE 1:
ADAM Architecture

Holburne Park occupies a former Ministry of Defence
site on an important approach into the Georgian spa
town of Bath, a World Heritage Site. From it, there are
spectacular views over the city and along the Avon
Valley. The development is also visible from many
parts of the city.
After a series of consultations in the form of
‘Community Cafe’ events, begun in 2013, ADAM
Urbanism evolved a masterplan. This has produced
a succession of terraced streets that are arranged to
follow the contour lines of the site, and interconnected
at the ends to form continuous loops for access and
servicing. On Warminster Road there are a series
of large villas, emulating the rhythm of the large
Georgian and Victorian villas elsewhere on the road.
The steeper parts of the site became public open
space, with a new series of footpaths through the trees.
The development is structured broadly into three
‘Character Areas’. A ‘Canalside Character Area’
runs beside the Kennet and Avon Canal; this is
composed of large detached villas. The ‘Internal
Streets Character Area’ contains the terraced streets
which form the backbone of the development,
reflecting the predominant style of Bath; the ends
of the streets often open onto vistas of rolling
countryside. The ‘Warminster Road Character Area’
reflects the existing frontage along Warminster Road.
This page, A twenty first century classical
street in Bath featuring different sizes
and heights of houses.
Opposite, A typical terraced house in the Bath
stone used throughout the design. Restrained
classical details, such as rustication,
pilasters, arches and an eaves cornice follow
the typical features of Georgian Bath.
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The layout has been designed to deliver a variable
hierarchy of pedestrian-friendly streets that are well
connected and easily accessible. Secondary and
Tertiary streets have been designed as ‘shared surface’
spaces which help to reduce vehicular speeds and
encourage pedestrian activity.
For the first phase, ADAM Architecture designed a
variety of Classical terraces and detached villas. Long
rows of terraces offer a variety of different elevational
treatments, depending on their location within the
terrace. Many buildings are split-level, taking account
of the sloping topography of the site. Other phases on
the site will be undertaken by different architects.

Opposite, A row of affordable houses of a type and
quality equal to houses for sale. These are designed
as a group to create an interesting street frontage.
This page top, Semi-detached houses are designed
as a single architectural composition.
This page bottom, A row of classical terraced
houses typical of Georgian Bath but considering
modern requirements and construction.
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Church View
Tenterden, Kent
CLIENT:
Welbeck Strategic Land,
Tenterden Town Council
and Taylor Wimpey
SCHEME:
200 homes
SITE:
10.2 ha

DATE:
Completed in 2019
MASTERPLAN:
ADAM Urbanism
ARCHITECT:
ADAM Architecture
LANDSCAPE:
Chris Blandford Associates

Tenterden is a medieval market town on a toll road.
In the nineteenth century, the market space was
cleared and planted with trees, creating a distinctive
green at the western end of the High Street. The
railway arrived early in the twentieth century and the
town expanded to the north and east. By the twentyfirst century, two large and not very lovely buildings
– a leisure centre and a supermarket, both surrounded
by car parks – had been constructed to the south.
The land between was allocated for development
by the District Council, with the site owned partly
by the Town Council and partly by the national
housebuilder Taylor Wimpey. Welbeck Strategic Land
were appointed to promote the development and they
approached ADAM Urbanism to produce a scheme
worthy of a place that is both historic and intimate in
scale. The firm produced a masterplan for 200 houses,
which have now been built, and this has unlocked
planning permission for a site that might otherwise
have been difficult.

Tenterden is composed of a great variety of different
house types, reflecting the town’s gradual growth over
many centuries. Dwellings are faced in brickwork, tile
hanging and white weatherboarding. Roofs on older
houses are predominantly covered in clay plain tiles,
often with plain tiled dormers, whereas more recent
properties have slate-covered roofs. Part of Tenterden’s
character and charm is derived from the proximity
of a broad range of house sizes and scales, from tiny
workers’ cottages to elegant bourgeois townhouses.
While the leisure centre and supermarket have no
organic relationship with old Tenterden, the new
development is stitched back into the historic fabric.
From all around there are views back to the church
tower. Narrow lanes echo those of the old town. The
new houses were built by Taylor Wimpey and the
independent house builder Dandara.

The process involved consultation, and ADAM
Architecture organised workshops for residents,
assembling teams of experts to cover highways,
ecology, landscape and architecture-cum-planning.
Each expert sat at a table and the people who attended
chose which discipline they were most interested
in. They were told, ‘This land has been allocated so
something will happen here. You are free to object,
but the best thing you can do is to try to influence
the outcome as positively as possible.’ ADAM
Architecture then looked at the architecture and shape
of the town to find what made it locally distinctive.

This page, Site plan.
Opposite, This view shows the
proximity of the site to the middle of
the market town of Tenterden, with
the prominent tower of St Mildred’s
church visible in the distance.
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Bentley Priory
Stanmore, Middlesex
CLIENT:
St Modwen

DATE:
Completed in 2017

SCHEME:
95 homes

MASTERPLAN:
ADAM Urbanism

SITE:
23 ha

ARCHITECTS:
ADAM Architecture, Giles Quarme & Associates

Bentley Priory in Stanmore began life as a country
house, originally designed by Sir John Soane. It was
altered in the nineteenth century and served as
Headquarters Fighter Command for the RAF during
the Battle of Britain. While the house is listed Grade
II*, it was surrounded by utilitarian structures
built for the RAF. The cessation of military use in
2008 gave the opportunity to replace these within
the form and scale of the site, and in keeping with
Bentley Priory itself.
The client’s brief was to provide a broad mix of
luxurious classically elegant new homes and
apartments across the site. A total of 95 units have
been built on the footprint of the previous buildings,
in compliance with Green Belt policy within which
Bentley Priory is contained. The housing mix
provides choice and creates a balanced community.
Due to its Green Belt location, and the need to
maintain openness, the density of development
has been kept exceptionally low compared to other
developments in the area, such as Stanmore Park.
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LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT:
Liz Lake Associates

Features such as the restored Italian Gardens
and the onsite museum commemorate the site’s
illustrious history. The client’s approved design
positioned new dwellings in four distinct areas, each
with their own architectural style and character
to give an individual identity to each development
section. The architectural design and layout of the
buildings closest to the mansion is informed by
the simple, restrained architecture of the existing
Soane mansion, and by the historic landscape. Other
buildings on the outer edges of the estate have an
Arts and Crafts character that directly refers to the
local vernacular and the loose urban grain of the
surrounding neighbourhood.
The housebuilder of the new architecture was
Barratt Homes, while City & Country were the
property developer for the conversion work.

This page, Site plan showing the new development laid out to
complement the setting of the main house and historic parkland.
Opposite, New apartments echoing the form and
scale of the adjacent Victorian building ranges.
Next spread left, One of the new courtyards forming
communal gardens for the residents with the tower
of the Mansion acting as a visual focus to one end.
Next spread right, A crescent of individual new houses
looking out over the restored parkland.
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Fortescue Fields
Norton St Philip, Somerset
CLIENT:
Lochailort Investments Limited

MASTERPLAN:
ADAM Urbanism

SCHEME:
51 homes plus commercial

ARCHITECT:
ADAM Architecture

SITE:
1.8 ha

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT:
Nicholas Pearson Associates

DATE:
Completed in 2013

This scheme was built in the mid 2010s on the site
of a derelict chicken-packing factory outside the
Somerset village of Norton St Philip. The factory
was not a thing of beauty, its presence detracting
from what is otherwise a pretty village, with much
of Norton St Philip lying within a conservation area.
Nine miles from Bath, Norton St Philip is a
medieval settlement, and having developed on a
ridge, is visible for miles around. In the centre is
a marketplace and most of the old buildings are
constructed from the local limestone, although the
upper storeys of The George inn are a fine example
of timber-framing from the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries. Established on a position where roads
cross, the market would have been used to trade
woollen cloth, with The George owned by the
Carthusian priory at Hinton.
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This page, A wheatsheaf over the door of a
house is visible as the road turns a corner.
This is a reference to the part the village
played in the Pitchfork Rebellion of 1685.
Opposite, A view of the new public space
entering from the main road. The circular
colonnade acts as a focal point as the road
forks and is backed by a varied terrace of
houses and an arch giving access to rear
parking. A new local shop to the left serves
the whole village.
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One of the first steps was for ADAM Urbanism
to prepare a consultation document on Norton
St Philip’s historic character and development.
This was used to devise a scheme that drew on
the village’s existing personality and evolved in
discussion with Mendip District Council,
in a process that lasted more than two and a
half years. This scheme has provided a mixed
development, comprising:

The varied design of the houses – some of which
are terraced – continues that of the existing
streetscape. The developer was Lochailort
Investments Limited, who describe their approach
to successful planning applications as relying ‘upon
consultation and a commitment to sustainable
development. This expertise often enables us to
obtain difficult or complex planning consents for
land.’ The builder was Bloor Homes.

Opposite, An aerial view of the new development
showing the informal layout and variety of buildings.
This page, A single significant formal classical design
that gives an identity to the new area and acts as a
counterpoint to the more modest surrounding houses.
Next Spread, A new street with large and small
houses, a range of the materials found in the area and
varied details. No two houses are the same.

• a shop which benefits the whole village.
• the market building, live-work
• two commercial office premises
• 10 sheltered housing units.
• eight affordable houses
• 33 private residential units for private purchase.
The layout of the new development responds
to the existing topography of the site with each
house tailored to suit, and local stone has been
widely used.
The centre of the scheme is a public space in the
form of a small, informal square marked by the
Market Building, which has an open circular
colonnade at ground-floor level that serves
as a meeting place.
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Field Farm
Shepton Mallet, Somerset
CLIENT:
The Duchy of Cornwall and the Vagg family
SCHEME:
550 homes
SITE:
17 ha
DATE:
Completed in 2011
MASTERPLAN & BUILDING CODE:
ADAM Urbanism
ARCHITECTS:
Tetlow King, ADAM Architecture and other architects

This page, A new house showing
the use of local stone and a stone
boundary wall typical of the area.
Opposite, An aerial view showing the
variety of street pattern and buildings.
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Field Farm in Shepton Mallet was
ADAM Architecture’s introduction to
masterplanning. It was conceived about the time
that H. R. H. The Prince of Wales was writing
A Vision for Britain, a book which infuriated the
architectural establishment with its ten-point
manifesto for better design. The Prince then began
to tour the Duchy of Cornwall looking for sites
which would allow him to put his principles
into action.
At Shepton Mallet, the Field Farm site was partly
owned by the local Vagg family, so the scheme
had to win their approval as well as that of the
Council of the Duchy of Cornwall. Unlike many
architects at this time, ADAM Architecture already
had considerable experience of designing housing
schemes. Masterplanning, as envisaged for a Duchy
of Cornwall project, was a different discipline and
there was little precedent to follow. The firm had
to work out an approach through a close study
of the local vernacular and by thinking through
the challenge from first principles.

Field Farm added 550 new homes to the old
cloth town of Shepton Mallet, once home to the
much-advertised ‘champagne perry’ Babycham.
In 1992, as building was about to start, the bottom
dropped out of the housing market and only one
builder, Bloor Homes, bid for the contract.
Bloor Homes were reluctant, at first, to accept
the design codes, which inspired intensive
discussions with the builders and their architect
Melvyn King, but initial suspicion was overcome,
and the development proceeded smoothly. It was
noticed that irregular house types, which had
been extended with bolt-on rooms and garages,
interpreting popular demand, could be redesigned
in a rectangular form, which would both look
better and save money. This made both visual
and economic sense.

This page, Site plan including all phases and each area
is marked by larger open spaces.
Next page clockwise from top left, A small central square
is surrounded by a series of different houses in a distinctive
composition.
A number of more significant buildings are clustered in
one part of the area giving a more urban character.
The intersection of existing landscape features, different
tenancies and different designs gives the new area the
feel of an established place.
Many of the houses are gathered around sizeable green
spaces often centred around the existing mature landscape.
Next spread, A typical street view showing the judicious
use of local stone for maximum impact, houses facing onto
the street and small front gardens, all creating lively,
active and varied streets.
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Avalon
Douai Abbey, Thatcham, Berkshire
CLIENT:
Bewley Homes

SITE:
4.5 ha

MASTERPLAN:
ADAM Urbanism

SCHEME:
77 homes

DATE:
Completed in 2005

ARCHITECT:
ADAM Architecture

This page, An aerial view showing the new
houses and apartments laid out in a series
of courtyards to emulate the collegiate
form of the original building complex.
Opposite, A larger scale new apartment
building acts as a backdrop to flanking
individual houses to variety of form and scale.
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This project involved the adaptation of several
Grade-II listed school buildings within the grounds
of Douai Abbey in Berkshire, and the construction
of new residential accommodation. The existing
buildings were converted into 33 apartments, each
of which retains the original, now restored, fabric,
and double-height spaces. The new accommodation
provides 44 apartments and houses in two- and
three-storey buildings formed around enclosed
courtyards or greens; this reflects the character
of the court, cloister and chamber buildings seen
at many traditional English colleges and schools.
Parking provision is hidden and located below
the open courtyards.
Two later buildings on the site were demolished
in order to provide an area for affordable courtyard
housing. The ‘L’ shaped format permits views
across the surrounding landscape while reducing
the extent of impact onto the adjacent boundary.
Car parking for this part of the development is
concealed within the courtyard. There are open
amenity areas, both within the site and on an
adjoining reclaimed meadow, with facilities for
the resident monks retained on the remaining part
of the campus. The design maximises the amount
of open space available to the occupants, both
in the central courtyard and private rear areas,
while reducing the possibility of properties
being overlooked.

Opposite, The new buildings are set
around a series of communally accessible
courtyard gardens.
This page, The palette of external materials
and architectural detailing follows that of
the original listed building complex.
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Trowse Newton
Norwich, Norfolk
CLIENT:
The Colman Estate

DATE:
Completed in 2005

SCHEME:
79 homes

MASTERPLAN & BUILDING CODE:
ADAM Urbanism

SITE:
4.8 ha

ARCHITECT:
ADAM Architecture

The nineteenth-century village of Trowse Newton
was a pioneering model of social and architectural
philanthropy. In 2003, ADAM Architecture was
commissioned to develop a site of 4.8 ha on the edge
of it, with 79 houses and community facilities.
The object was to conserve and enhance the historic
village setting, sympathetically integrating the
new buildings with the existing community.
The style is derived from the distinctive vernacular
of Norfolk, in a mixture of brick and flint. The focus
of the scheme is a crescent of houses at the end of
the village street, incorporating an existing public
house. This crescent encloses a new village green,
creating a space for community activities. A pair of
red brick houses with Dutch gables mark the centre
of the crescent and the route to the main square
and children’s play area.
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This page, Site Plan. An extension
to the village of Trowse, created by
the construction of a new Norwich
bypass, seen top right. The old road to
the left has some existing houses and
where the road divides there is an
existing pub, which acts as a focus.
Opposite clockwise from top left,
A street going uphill with cottages
and a green at the top.
A street with a variety of houses,
all of local types.
The crescent green, with two Dutch
gabled houses framing the entrance
to one of the streets. The railings
are taken from designs made
specially for the village in the
early twentieth century.
One of the larger houses with the
Dutch gables typical of East Anglia.
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Thicket Mead
Midsomer Norton, Somerset
CLIENT:
Duchy of Cornwall

DATE:
Completed in 2012

SCHEME:
Masterplan of 137 homes

MASTERPLAN & BUILDING CODE:
ADAM Urbanism

SITE:
5.7 ha

COORDINATING ARCHITECT:
ADAM Architecture

ARCHITECT:
Thrive Architects

The masterplan for Thicket Mead, commissioned
by the Duchy of Cornwall, contains 137 houses
on a 5.7 hectare site at the edge of Midsomer
Norton, Somerset.
Great care has been taken about parking;
a series of back roads and courts provide
parking space, alongside garages that are tucked
behind the houses. This leaves the main streets
free to provide continuous traffic circulation with
none of the usual cul-de-sacs, hammerheads and
awkward turning spaces seen so often in modern
developments. The overall density is ten houses
per acre with terraced houses as the dominant
type. The builder was Persimmon Homes.

This Page, Groups of houses are clustered informally
on streets and alleys that are shared with pedestrians
and vehicles. All buildings face directly onto the street
establishing a sense of community.
Opposite Left & right, A variety of local materials, house
types and details create an established character and
give every resident a place with a character of its own.
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All properties are carefully detailed and
constructed using a restrained palette of
traditional local materials, maintaining the
difficult balance between variety and cohesion.
The development is an aesthetic model for the
design of new rural estates, successfully balancing
cost effectiveness with commercial viability and
attractive, high quality design. Overall Thicket
Mead gives the impression of gentle evolution
over time, combining a dense urban character
with a sense of the rural.
The development has achieved great local
popularity and has won prizes for both design and
construction in the Bath and North East Somerset
Council ‘Building and Design Quality Awards’.

This Page, Some large houses with dressed stone
and fine detailing sit at focal points.
Opposite, A street view showing the variety of materials
for the roofs and walls as well as the variation in detail.
These are all composed to create a lively frontage.
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Bear Wharf

Bear Wharf is a development of 90 apartments
beside the Kennet and Avon Canal in Reading.
The object was to put back buildings of urban
weight on what was effectively a bombsite. Next to
the Oracle Centre, the development needed to have
presence; it was one of the few occasions ADAM
Architecture worked with a local authority who
urged them to make the buildings taller.

Reading
CLIENT:
Bewley Homes

SITE:
0.6 ha

MASTERPLAN:
ADAM Urbanism

SCHEME:
90 apartments

DATE:
Completed in 2003

ARCHITECT:
ADAM Architecture

At that time, the talk was of Reading 2020:
a concept that was intended to rebrand the town as
an exemplum of metropolitan values. However, the
constraints of fire regulations confined the scheme
to eight storeys. The new buildings are grouped
around an urban square, with the theme being
given by an old maltings, now listed, which survives
in the middle of the site. There was warehousing
and a brewery here until the Second World War
and ADAM Architecture wanted the scheme to
reinstate the semi-industrial character and scale of
warehouses. Their Citadel building, the highest and
most formal section of the scheme, is reminiscent
of the Victorian brewery headquarters which
used to stand here.
Car parking for all the residents is hidden from
public view at the lower ground level, under the
buildings, allowing the reinstatement of the tow
path beside the canal into the town centre. From the
balconies overlooking the canal, residents can watch
the activity around County Lock – a peaceful scene,
despite London being only twenty-four minutes
away by train.
This page, Apartments face the canal, with the
reinstated and publicly accessible towpath
providing a new link to the town centre.
Opposite, Parking for the development is
concealed behind wharfside openings in
the ground level masonry plinth.
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Left, Upper levels of the scheme are
deliberately varied in their form and
detailing to give interest to the skyline.

This Page, The highest section of the development is
called The Citadel and acts as a landmark alongside one
of the main entry points into the centre of Reading.

Right, Metal framing suggesting the robust
character of Victorian industrial buildings.
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Western Harbour

This Page, Part of the water frontage design.
The plan is carefully structured so that each
street and square is designed to relate to its
particular location and climatic conditions.
Opposite, Aerial view. (The towers to the
back are part of an earlier plan.) The new
peninsula is centred on a park that contains
the dredged land fill and the streets run in
parallel to a small sheltered square at the
end. The plan gathers up as it goes closer
the existing village of New Haven.

Leith, Edinburgh
CLIENT:
Forth Property Developments Ltd

SITE:
28 ha

MASTERPLAN & BUILDING CODE:
ADAM Urbanism

SCHEME:
3,000 homes

DATE:
Commissioned in 2005

BUILDINGS DESIGNED BY:
Other architects

Leith, on the Firth of Forth, is Edinburgh’s port.
In 2005, ADAM Urbanism was commissioned to
provide a detailed masterplan to establish a clear
vision for the future of the Western Harbour.
The 28 hectare site is a large, trapezoidal landfill
area, pointing northward into the Forth and
adjacent to the historic fishing village of Newhaven.
The extensive dock area was largely redundant
as a result of industrial decline and had become
increasingly dislocated from the city fabric.
The emphasis was now on regeneration, with the
area reassessed as a site for new development.
The plan was all-important, and ADAM
Architecture began by analysing the character of
nearby settlements such as Newhaven. A previous
scheme had wide streets on a regular grid that
went down to the water. There is good reason why
this plan form is not to be found in the vernacular
settlements: the weather is often too rough to allow
it, and streets aligned on the water can become
wind tunnels. Traditionally, winding streets and
alleys provide an all-important element of shelter.
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The public spaces proposed by the masterplan are,
therefore, well in from the shore.
The masterplan placed emphasis on the creation
of desirable places. The space is defined by
interconnected character areas rather than
detached, industrial-scale structures, which often
relate poorly to their surroundings and are difficult
to adapt in the long term. Building groups are of
mixed scale and use, encouraging pedestrian street
life throughout the day, and ensuring a sense of
welcome and safety. Urban spaces are similarly
well defined and enclosed and are located within
a varied network of easily negotiable streets and
passageways. All buildings are constructed in local
materials and designed with reference to the local
building character, to avoid creating a development
that looks and feels as if it could be anywhere in the
country. However, there is not any prescription in
terms of style; the principles are equally valid for
buildings that look modern as they are for those
in traditional styles.
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Englefield

This Page, Looking into the
new green at the heart of the
new Theale development.

Reading
CLIENT:
The Englefield Estate

THEALE SCHEME:
105 homes

MASTERPLAN & DESIGN CODE:
ADAM Urbanism

BURGHFIELD SCHEME:
100 homes

MASTERPLAN AND DESIGN CODE:
ADAM Urbanism

SITE:
7.2 ha

ARCHITECT:
ADAM Architecture

SITE:
4.2 ha

ARCHITECT:
ADAM Architecture

DATE:
Commissioned in 2017

LANDSCAPE:
Lockhart Garratt

DATE:
Commissioned in 2017

LANDSCAPE:
Lockhart Garratt

Englefield Village is one of the few fully intact estate
villages left in Britain, functioning much as it always
did by providing homes and jobs for local people.
For a small village, it continues to offer an unusually
wide range of services, including the Englefield
Stores and Tea Room, a children’s nursery, primary
school, community gardening project, garden
centre, farm shop, St Mark’s Church, and a selection
of affordable homes. However, the village is not
immune to change and, in recent years, it has
experienced the loss of services such as the post
office and the Social Club.

A second objective has been to revitalise the old
estate yard. In the nineteenth century this would
have employed scores of people, from blacksmiths
to cartwrights. The workshops are no longer needed
for the modern estate and most of the new buildings
are redundant, although a glazing company and
a gunsmith occupy some space. The challenge has
been to find new uses that will complement the
village and form a hub to draw people in; this will
be met by revitalising historic buildings over a
long period rather than attempting to achieve a
quick financial return.

small ones. It has been designed in the knowledge
that the family who own Englefield will retain the
long-term stewardship of the estate and it
will remain a place they will be proud of.

With this in mind, the Englefield Estate
commissioned ADAM Urbanism to devise a scheme
that would ensure the village remains vibrant,
with a good mix of facilities, employment, and
homes to meet the needs of those who wish to live,
work and visit the parish church for years to come.
The aim is to ensure that the village and estate
continue to support each other in 100 years’ time.

Development at nearby Theale includes 105 homes,
from single-bed flats to family houses. Small
in scale, the masterplan has been controlled by
design codes, presenting a formal frontage to the
main A453 with a softer edge at the fields behind.
About forty percent of the accommodation will be
affordable. The achievement reflects the estate’s
commitment to the project and the idea that bigger
schemes deliver design quality more easily than

A third part of the project is at Burghfield and
follows similar principles as at Theale, trying
to build an identifiable legacy as an Estate. The
site makes the most of the steep topography to
stagger development and allow higher density to
be achieved in a sensitive manner. It is hoped the
scheme will demonstrate how estates can create a
positive legacy that will build confidence and homes
in the surrounding communities.
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The ADAM Urbanism masterplan includes a central
square, with a sense of enclosure created by the
buildings that line it, acting as a core which grounds
the development. Each of the streets coming out
of the square has its own rationale. There will be
a sense of architectural hierarchy, while the green
spaces on the edge provide useful recreational space.
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Mayfields
West Sussex
CLIENT:
Mayfield Market Towns Ltd

SITE:
339 ha

MASTERPLAN:
ADAM Urbanism with Allies & Morrison

SCHEME:
7,000 homes, evolving to 10,000 homes

DATE:
Commissioned in 2016

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT:
Barton Willmore

Mayfields is the brainchild of Peter Freeman,
Chairman of Mayfield Market Towns Ltd, and
Lee Newlyn. Peter Freeman previously set out the
vision and business plan for King’s Cross Central
which created a vibrant new London quarter with
outstanding success. Half of the Mayfields company
is owned by Clarion Housing Group, which includes
Clarion Housing, the largest housing association
in the country.
Along with Clare Miller, CEO of the Clarion
Housing Group and a director of Mayfield,
Freeman describes Mayfield Market Towns as:
‘a company with a vision and a mission to create
new communities where well-designed buildings,
providing homes, jobs, schools, shops and doctors’
surgeries, are linked by a network of green spaces.’
They believe that to solve the housing crisis every
means of providing new homes should be explored
– densification in town centres and suburbs,
brownfield and greenfield sites.
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This Page, Plan. The new town is shaped by the
existing geography. Stream and river valleys run
east to west and the centre sits alongside a large
park, in the manner of a traditional spa town.
Woodland and hedgerows are all respected and
establish a distinctive and local character.
Opposite, View across the new park towards
the town centre. A mix of residential and
commercial uses line the road and a town square
with a traditional town hall marks the entry to
the High Street.
Next spread left & right, The existing road with
the park to one side, with some feature buildings,
and the town centre on the other side. Existing
trees create a strong landscape framework.
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While the loss of open countryside is contentious,
they say: ‘Mayfields has created a template for
greenfield development that offers far more than
standard housing estates stuck on the edge of an
existing town or village without contributing any
new amenities.’
The philosophy is that developments of a certain
critical mass, properly masterplanned, with a mix
of uses and a long-term business plan, can create far
greater benefits than typical housing estates reliant
on existing employment opportunities and health
services. ‘Those add-on developments made some
100

sense when they were conceived for a world where
the car was king. Much has changed over
the last two decades. Roads are more congested.
Fuel is more expensive. We are more concerned
about protecting the environment and maintaining
our health. There is no longer a typical household
of two parents and two children. We need to create
housing for all ages and all social groups. We need to
make it far easier for people to get to school, to work,
to shops, the surgery and leisure facilities, without
using cars for every journey. The best way to do this
is to design places with sufficient critical mass and a
mix of uses for most activities to take place nearby.’

ADAM Urbanism has been tasked with realising
this vision. They chaired and managed a
collaborative design process with architects and
urban planners Allies & Morrison, who were
brought in with primary responsibility for the
town centre. Additional partners are landscape
architects Barton Willmore, transport engineers
Vectos, infrastructure and environmental
consultants Create, planning consultant Quod,
and others brought in as issues arose. They have
taken inspiration from local towns and spa towns
to create a new town centred around healthy
and sustainable living.

The town is designed initially for 7,000 homes
with a possible expansion to 10,000. It will provide
many more benefits than a typical housing estate.
These include:
• A series of interconnected routes for journeys
by foot, car, bike, bus and even horse, which link
all areas of the settlement so people
benefit from choice of journeys and the
opportunity to become part of a community,
meeting and greeting in streets, parks, lanes,
footpaths and bridleways

• A masterplan that includes a full range of house
types for all ages and budgets, interspersed with
village greens each with a primary school and a
cluster of shops, pubs and employment spaces
• Each village centre linked to each other, and to
a traditional market-town centre with shops,
offices, markets, workshops and leisure and
communal facilities
• A range of architecture and design with fine
detailing and proportions, including streets
with pavements, lined by buildings in the
traditional way to make handsome routes,

add safety and activity, and shorten journeys.
Virtually all homes within 750m of a primary
school and village green, most within 500m
By applying the concept of Land Value Capture,
by which the uplift in the value of land allowed for
development is retained for public good, investment
can made in new schools, better healthcare,
community spaces and a lido, as well as tree
planting and training.
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Wilton Park
Beaconsfield, Buckinghamshire
CLIENT:
Inland Homes

DATE:
2013

ARCHITECTS:
ADAM Architecture

SCHEME:
350 homes

MASTERPLAN & DESIGN CODE:
ADAM Urbanism

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT:
Chris Blandford Associates

SITE:
39 ha

Until 2013, Wilton Park outside Beaconsfield,
in the Chilterns, served as the Defence School of
Languages owned and operated by the Ministry
of Defence. When the site was bought by Inland
Homes Plc the next year, ADAM Urbanism was
approached to provide a comprehensive mixed-use
redevelopment, consisting of 350 homes, with some
commercial units and public open space.
The focus of the estate was the house of 1770s,
designed by Richard Jupp, surveyor to the East
India Company, for Josias Du Pre, a nabob who was
at one time Governor of Madras. During the Second
World War it was used as an interrogation centre
and prisoner of war camp for senior Nazi and Italian
officers. The original house was demolished in 1968
and replaced with a tower block.

ADAM Urbanism produced a masterplan which
connects Wilton Park to Old Beaconsfield and the
countryside beyond, while providing a strong and
distinctive sense of place. The scheme takes the
form of a village, with a focus on a new classical
building in the form of a country house to replace
the original focus of the site. The plan is divided
into distinctive areas. The shape of the buildings in
each area is controlled by a design code. Buildings
relate to one another and the character of the area.
Community facilities are accessible by the Old Town
as well as Wilton Park.
Sustainability has been at the heart of the
project which offers a significant contribution to
Beaconsfield’s housing needs, providing increased
choice and a broader social mix.
Grass areas where children can kick a ball
or play games are complemented by foothpaths
and cycle ways that connect Wilton Park to the
open countryside beyond.
Opposite, Indicative masterplan
for three hundred and fifty
houses and commercial space.
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GAZETTEER 				

SCHEME				

NUMBER OF HOMES

50

Luzborough Green, Romsey				56

Alderley Park, Nether Alderley, Cheshire		

74

Mabledon, Kent					130

Ascot High Street, Surrey				

300

Mayfield, West Sussex					7000

Avenel, Kilmacolm, Scotland			

6

Nansledan, Newquay, Cornwall 			

4000

Barlby Treverton Estate, London			

321

Oakley Vale, Northamptonshire			

77

Bear Wharf, Reading					90

Parlington, Leeds					1050

Belvedere St Saviour, Jersey			

Potters Bar Golf Course, Hertfordshire		

87

400

Bentley Priory, Middlesex				95

Poundbury, Dorset					750

Berewood Waterlooville, Hampshire – Phase 1		

194

Princes Risborough Buckinghamshire			

Bohunt Park Liphook, Hampshire			

170

Radlett, Hertforshire					21

Borderville Farm Stamford – North East Burghley

2000

Red Court, Haslemere, Surrey			

Bridge End Farm, Essex				

50

Rocester, Staffordshire				47

Burghfield Englefield estate, Berkshire		

100

Sandringham, Norfolk					60

400

50

Burghley Estate, Stamford				2000

Scotland Park, Haslemere				180

Cecil Square, Stamford				45

Stotfold, Bedfordshire				130

Chilbolton Court Winchester, Hampshire		

Sundridge Park, Kent					54

41

Chobham, Surrey					54

Tenterden, Kent					200

Clandon, Guildford					878

Theale Englefield Estate, Berkshire			

105

Coed Darcy South Wales - Phase 1			

156

Thicket Mead, Midsomer Norton, Somerset		

137

Douai Abbey near Newbury, Berkshire			

77

Tregunnel Hill, Newquay, Cornwall			

174

550

Trent Park, Enfield, London			

262

Fairham, Nottinghamshire				3000

Trowse Newton, Norfolk				79

Finchampstead, Berkshire				12

Warminster Road Holburne Park, Bath			

Fleet Marston, Oxfordshire				3000

Welborne, Fareham					6000

Fortescue Fields Norton St Philip, Bath		

Wellesley, Aldershot, Hampshire			

3850

Frogmore, Hertfordshire				183

West Corby, Northamptonshire			

4046

George Lane Loddon, Norfolk			

200

Western Harbour, Leith, Scotland			

3000

3400

Westhampnett, North East Chichester			

350

Granton Harbour, Leith, Scotland			

104

NUMBER OF HOMES

Acton Turville, Gloucestershire			

Field Farm Shepton Mallet, Somerset			

Opposite, Aerial view of Poundbury in
Dorset showing all phases of new housing by
ADAM Architecture and other architects.

SCHEME				

51

264

Grayingwell, Chichester				200

Whiteley, Surrey					50

Hanly bridge Rowledge, Surrey			

50

Whitfield, Dover					5750

Home Farm Viginia Water, Surrey			

450

Wickhambreaux, Kent					12

Iffley, Oxford					39

Wilton Park Beaconsfield, Buckinghamshire		

350

Kings Farm Hordle, Hampshire			

Woodstock, West Oxfordshire			

300

350

Long Hanborough, Oxford				120
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ADAM Architecture is the largest traditional architectural
practice in Europe and has exceptional experience in new
housing development and place-making. Under the banner
of ADAM Urbanism, it masterplans new settlements, so that
they become beautiful, distinctive and enduring places.
At present, ADAM Architecture and ADAM Urbanism are
responsible for the creation of around 25,000 homes – a huge
number for architects that are celebrated as much for their
knowledge of design aesthetics as their ability to guide schemes
through the planning system.
The directors at ADAM Architecture and ADAM Urbanism
believe that development can become popular through a
demonstration of the benefits it brings to existing communities,
as well as to the eventual occupiers of new properties.
With this, it will be easier to build homes in greater numbers
with fewer delays, and to tackle the current housing shortfall.
The ADAM Architecture experience
shows how this can be done.

